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Abstract: Mother of “Sri Rama” is Kausalya?... NO… NO… NO… This Scientific research focus that mother of 
“RAMA” shall be considered as “ARENKA NAYAKI” having “Head quarters” at “THIRI RENKAM” in 
ancient time. This scientific research further focus that “ARENKA NATHAN” “ARENKA NAYAKI” shall be 
considered as “Devas Populations” (Angel race) Lived in “MARS PLANET” (5,00,000 years ago). In proto Indo 
Europe root word the Mars Planet shall be called as “EZHEM” (or) “THEN THIRIPATHI”. The Deva population 
shall be considered created by supreme artist RAMANUJAM. Ramanujam shall be considered as Atheist as he is 
the supreme god and NO MORE GOD. 
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This scientific research further focus that 

“ARENKA NATHAN” “ARENKA NAYAKI” shall 
be considered as “Devas Populations” (Angel race) 
Lived in “MARS PLANET” (5,00,000 years ago). In 
proto Indo Europe root word the Mars Planet shall be 
called as “EZHEM” (or) “THEN THIRIPATHI”. 
The Deva population shall be considered created by 
supreme artist RAMANUJAM. Ramanujam shall be 
considered as Atheist as he is the supreme god and NO 
MORE GOD. 
Mother of “Sri Rama” is Kausalya?... NO… NO… 
NO… This Scientific research focus that mother of 
“RAMA” shall be considered as “ARENKA 
NAYAKI” having “Head quarters” at “THIRI 
RENKAM” in ancient time. 

This scientific research further focus that 
“ARENKA NATHAN” “ARENKA NAYAKI” shall 
be considered as “Devas Populations” (Angel race) 
Lived in “MARS PLANET” (5,00,000 years ago). In 
proto Indo Europe root word the Mars Planet shall be 
called as “EZHEM” (or) “THEN THIRIPATHI”. 
The Deva population shall be considered created by 
supreme artist RAMANUJAM. Ramanujam shall be 

considered as Atheist as he is the supreme god and NO 
MORE GOD. 

During the Darkage of universe the Devas 
Populations shall be considered as “Transformed” to 
“EARTH PLANET” and started living at “Ancient 
Virgin Island” called by Author as “THIRI 
RENKAM”. Thiri Renkam shall mean Holy landmass 
transformed from “THEN THIRIPATHI”. Further 
Thri Renkam shall be considered as “SOUL” of origin 
of Ancient Single Continental mass on the earth 
planet called by Author as “VAIKUNDAM” (or) 
“VAIYAKAM”. During expanding universe (Triassic 
period) the single continental mass considered SPLIT 
into three major land mass and thereafter thousands of 
Various islands, Nations shall be considered evolved 
from “VAIKUNDAM”. The philosophy of origin of 
THIRI RENKAM, VAIKUNDAM shall be described 
as below. 

It is further focused that the first human ancestors 
lived in Earth Planet shall be considered as RENKA 
NATHAN, RENKA NAYAKI who shall be 
considered genetically varied from Devas Populations 
(3,00,000 years ago) having distinguished Principle of 
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life. The distinguished Principle of life shall be 
described as below. 

 

 
 

 
 
(i) 
 

 
 

(ii) 
 

 
 
(iii) 
 

 
 
(i) Center dot is like “BRAHMA” (wisdom) 
(ii) Left dot is like “KARMA” (Intelligence) 
(iii) Right dot is like “DHARMA” (Common 

sense) 
It is further focused that “SIVAM” shall be 

considered as 3rd generation Principle of life (say 
1,00,000 years ago). Billions of Varied Principle of life 
vedhas shall be considered derived from Three-in-One 
vedhas. 
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This research further focus that ST.RAMA 
(Renkanathan) ST.SITA (Renkanayaki) shall be 
considered as descended from the Devas origin of 
ARENKA NATHAN, ARENKA NAYAKI (Angel 
race) Probably during APRIL 14 (Chittirai month). 
(i) 
 

 

 
 

(ii) 
 

 
 
This research focus that in ancient time the human 

ancestors lived in VAIKUNDAM (Single continent) 
considered having single Principle of life 

“ARENKAM” (also called as VAINAVM) and 
undergone three divisions in the Principle say 
“ACHARYAN GROUP”, “DASAN GROUP”, 
“NATHAN GROUP” (around 1,50,000 years). The 
Principle of “SIVAM” shall be considered evolved 
probably by populations of “POST INDOS” around 
1,00,000 years ago. This research further focus that the 
Principle of life adopted by ST.RAMA, ST.SITA shall 
be considered as “RENKAM” rather than “SIVAM”. 

 

 
 
(a) Right dot – ACHARYAN Group (Dharma) 
(ii) Left dot – DASAN Group (Karma) 
(iii) Center dot - NATHAN Group (Brahma) 
It is focused that the Renkan Split probably 

considered took place in ancient time around 1,50,000 
years ago in THIRIKOSHTIYUR (Thirukoshtiyur) 
of present Sivaganga district of Tamilnadu. 

 

Case study shows that SRIRANGAM in 
Trichy District of Tamilnadu is considered 
as foremost of eight self manifested shrines 
of “LORD VISHNU” Srirangam is also 
considered as most important of 108 main 
temples (Divyadesams) of 
‘Srivaishnavitas”. 
Case study further shows that the 
“ANGKOR WAT” temple is considered as 
bigger than Srirangam presently non-
functional. Hindu mythology focus that the 
place where ‘LORD RAMA’ performed 
Pooja to “Vishnu Idol” is Rameswaram of 
South Tamilnadu. 
It is hypothesized that ‘ANGKOR WAT’ 
shall be considered as integral part of 
THIRI RENKAM, VAIKUNDAM (Ancient 
single continent) about 3,00,000 years ago. 
The Philosophy of Then Thiripathi where 
Devas populations (Arenka Nathan, 
Arenka Nayaki) lived shall be indicated as 
below. 
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Facing South direction is auspicious?... 

Case study shows that experts of ‘Vastu Shastra’ 
stipulates that most of the gods are facing in the 
direction of “East” except Dakshnamurthy, 
Hanuman. 

Further International Scientist focus that the 
‘SOLAR PANELS’ responsible for converting solar 
energy into electric energy are placed in such a way 

that the panels are facing the direction of ‘SOUTH 
DIRECTION’?... Why it so?... 

It is hypothesized that “ARENKA NAYAKI” 
shall be considered as the source of Universal energy 
radiating energy from “SOUTH DIRECTION” from 
THEN THIRIPATHI. 
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